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Technology Integration Action Plan  

Part 1 – Applying the POST Method 

Name of Unit/Lesson:         _________________________________________________________   

 

People 

Who are my students and 
what are their learning 
goals? 
 
What are their existing 
technology skills, areas of 
challenge, and level of 
access to technology 
devices? 

 

Objectives 

What are the learning 
objectives for the 
unit/lesson?  
 
When possible, objectives 
should describe observable 
behavior. What will the 
learners be able to do at 
the end of the unit/lesson? 
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Strategy 

Considering your students’ 
goals, their existing 
technology skills, and 
areas of challenge, what 
strategies will you apply to 
achieve the learning 
objectives of the 
unit/lesson? 

 

 

Technology 

What technology tools best 
support your objectives and 
match your students’ skills? 
  
What do you have the 
capacity to implement? 
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Technology Integration Action Plan  

Part 2 – Planning for Integrating Technology 
 

 

Where Am I Now? 

Consider the technology tools listed in 
the Technology section in Part 1 of the 
Technology Integration Action Plan. 
How comfortable are you with 
integrating these tools in the 
classroom? 

 

Where Do I Want To Be? 

Choose a technology tool you would 
like to explore further in your 
professional development. Where do 
you want to be in your comfort level 
with using that tool in your classroom?  
 
How do you plan on learning more 
about that tool and how to use the tool 
to improve instruction and deepen 
student learning? 
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Timeline for Professional 
Development and 
Implementation 

What are your milestones for learning 
about the technology tool and 
integrating the tool in the unit/lesson? 
 
If your students are unfamiliar with the 
tool, what is your plan for teaching 
them about the tool? 

 

 

Assessment 

How will you measure if the technology 
tool is improving instruction or 
deepening student learning? 
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Technology Integration Action Plan  

Part 3 – Reflecting on Integrating Technology 
 

What are the 
results? 

After teaching the 
unit/lesson, what results 
did you observe? 

 

What would you 
improve upon/ 
change? 

Are there any strategies 
or technology tools you 
would change for next 
time? 
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	People Who are my students and what are their learning goals What are their existing technology skills areas of challenge and level of access to technology devices: This lesson was taught in collaboration with the level 1 ESOL class (to aide other teachers in integrating technology).  We did this with the morning and evening cohort.  Both level 1 instructors are comfortable on computers, but it should be noted that the night teacher does not have a cell phone, let alone a smart phone.  AM- My class is mainly Spanish speaking women ages 20-50.  There is also one Haitian man and one Armenian woman.  They are a very close group, and all have access to smart phones.  They all know how to take photos on their phone and most know how to take video.  About half are comfortable using a computer for email, word processing and browsing the internet, while the other half have basic typing skills and are working on mastering email.  My co-teacher's class has similar skills and dynamics.PM- This class is less cohesive and more linguistically diverse.  The technology gap is more pronounced- while all students except one have smart phones, they are not as proficient in their use.  Some of the students use computers regularly at work while others are learning to use email for the first time.
	Objectives What are the learning objectives for the unitlesson When possible objectives should describe observable behavior What will the learners be able to do at the end of the unitlesson: -Students will identify compelling facts and statistics related to Adult Education in Massachusetts & Lynn-Students will design and deliver an “elevator pitch” regarding the importance of adult education in our state-Students will rehearse and record their own stories of how adult education has benefited their familiesCCR Standards:(SL.3.1)- Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.(SL.5.4) Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace. 
	Strategy Considering your students goals their existing technology skills and areas of challenge what strategies will you apply to achieve the learning objectives of the unitlesson: Part 1: Tier 2 vocabulary related to work and presentation (John Strucker's method)(summarize, professional, objective, and capable).  Day 1, students define the words and write an example for each word on an index card.  Day 2, discuss a debatable statement using each word.  Day 3, read a short article and answer question that incorporate the words. Part 2: (Designed in collaboration with our civics coordinator, tech component and writing exercises were added by me)Whole group brainstorm- why is adult education important?Vocabulary- lobby, literacy, statistics, elevator pitch (students are given definition and examples are brainstormed)Statistics cloze- in small groups, students fit the numbers into statisticsDiscussion- significance of the statistics?Part 3: Write, deliver, and record an elevator pitch in support of adult educationPrep- in small groups, students answer basic questions about themselves and why adult ed is important to an individual, a family, and the communityActivity- students complete the sentence "Adult education is helping me..."Whole group- teachers and more outgoing students demonstrate elevator pitches and use of cell phone videoStudent volunteers for recording are solicited and recording groups are formed and sent to quiet roomsTeachers and volunteers circulate helping with tech issuesmodifications for the newcomers and the shy- interview style with a friend or teacher, film the school with voiceover
	Technology What technology tools best support your objectives and match your students skills What do you have the capacity to implement: We will use smart phones belonging to students, teachers, and volunteers to record.  Students can record themselves, watch, evaluate, erase, record again.Use the school wi-fi to airdrop to my ipad, cables to copy from android phones
	Where Am I Now Consider the technology tools listed in the Technology section in Part 1 of the Technology Integration Action Plan How comfortable are you with integrating these tools in the classroom: I am very comfortable integrating these in the classroom; part of my goal in this lesson is to assist the other teachers in using phones "for good, not evil" and to provide students with a tool to assess their own speaking
	Where Do I Want To Be Choose a technology tool you would like to explore further in your professional development Where do you want to be in your comfort level with using that tool in your classroom How do you plan on learning more about that tool and how to use the tool to improve instruction and deepen student learning: In terms of this particular lesson, I am almost where I would like to be.  It would be useful to have knowledge of a very basic video editor to help students splice together the best of different takes or create a class video, but I'm not sure I would prioritize that given other demands on our time.
	Timeline for Professional Development and Implementation What are your milestones for learning about the technology tool and integrating the tool in the unitlesson If your students are unfamiliar with the tool what is your plan for teaching them about the tool: My plans for teaching students to record is using a quick I do, we do, you do for the students who don't already know how to use a cell phone camera.  It's very intuitive.Most of them know how to record something, the skill they need to learn is re-watching, taking notes, and improving on the second take.  My plan for helping them re-purpose video into a school tool is to demonstrate with my own elevator pitch.  I will record one with an intentional problem (speaking too fast), watch it, see what I can do better, and do a second take.  The teachers will circulate and encourage students to self-assess, but we will take a holistic approach rather than creating a checklist or rubric.  This way, students can focus on the areas that are important to them.
	Assessment How will you measure if the technology tool is improving instruction or deepening student learning: I will measure this by a holistic assessment of the finished videos.  If students are able to articulate the importance of adult education to themselves, their families, and their community, they will have achieved the objective of this lesson.  I will use a rudimentary checklist based on the writing prompts.  Did the student A) introduce himself? B) explain how adult education is important to himself, his family, and his community?They will see that they are powerful speakers and advocates for themselves.  Our civics lessons are aimed at empowering students, so they already have wealth of knowledge on this topic.  By recording video after writing, they will have a dynamic record of how their ideas sound expressed in their own voices.
	What are the results After teaching the unitlesson what results did you observe: This project went even better than I could have hoped. My students took this project and ran with it.  They eagerly helped each other use their phones, really listened to their groups and gave constructive criticism to improve each others' elevator pitches.  My shyest students had huge grins on their faces; it was eye-opening for them to see and hear themselves speak eloquently about a topic close to their hearts.  I knew this was a success the following day (a non-class day) when I received a text with one more elevator pitch that students had done on their own time. In terms of teacher training, this was also a huge success.  Both teachers said it was a blast and much easier than they had anticipated.  The non-cell phone using teacher is even thinking about getting one!
	What would you improve upon change Are there any strategies or technology tools you would change for next time: Next time I would like to have a huge grant to do the whole thing on iPads.  The only tech issue I had was a hiccup getting the videos from the android students.  It's totally on me- my cable was MIA.  For iPhones I used airdrop.The one thing I would do differently would be to add an additional day so we could view all the videos together (which we definitely will do next week).  I would like to do writing and prep one day, rehearsals the next, and recording and viewing the videos on a third day.  
	Name of Unit or Lesson: Advocacy- Adult Education in Massachusetts


